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a b s t r a c t

The name itself e VRE for variable renewable energy e encapsulates the essential challenge: these
energy sources are attractive precisely because they are renewable and yet problematic because they are
variable. Thus, integrating large penetrations of VRE resources such as wind and solar into the electricity
grid will necessitate flexible technologies and strategies. This paper establishes characterization metrics
of both individual VRE resources and aggregated VRE resource sets with the goal of quantifying the
integration requirements of various typologies. Integration requirements over multiple time scales are
considered including hourly, weekly - seasonal, and inter-annual flexibility, as well as transmission
expansion to connect neighboring wind and solar sources, and demand response mechanisms. The
respective integration requirements are quantified through storage and demand response utilization
rates, VRE curtailment rates, non-VRE ramping requirements, system costs, and GHG emissions. The
results from VRE resources across South America clearly quantify the impact that integrating different
VRE regimes has on the electricity system design and operation: not surprisingly integrating VREs on a
grid with low non-VRE flexibility incurs the largest integration requirements, while smoothing net VRE
production with out-of-phase resources is an effective integration strategy.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Among other things, the transition to a sustainable energy
system depends on harnessing renewable resources for electricity
generation. Aside from hydro resources, the two most important
renewable resources, wind and solar, are variable in nature. The
implications of achieving large variable renewable energy (VRE)
penetration in the electricity grid are not fully quantified, nor the
range of balancing options fully explored. In part, the particular
characteristics of a VRE regime impacts the specific combination of
flexibility resources that are required for its integration. As such,
characterizing VRE regimes according to their integration re-
quirements is a critical step in the integration process, and is the
primary subject of the current paper.

As a preliminary example, consider that wind resources are
toronto.ca (M. McPherson),
.utoronto.ca (B. Karney).
often characterized using the Weibull distribution, which describes
windspeed distributions according to their annual mean wind-
speed and shape factor. While straightforward, the Weibull distri-
bution is not a holistic representation [19,23,33]. Alternative
characterizations provide a more nuanced view of VRE variability:
relationship between the mean and median wind power density
(WPD), coefficient of variance, robust coefficient of variance, inter-
quartile range, inter-annual variation, consecutive hours above or
below a set WPD threshold (episode length), WPD availability
above a given threshold, and anticoincidence with the surrounding
grid cells [7,11,14,19]. System-level analyses include the effective
load carrying capability [20], the effect of temporally shifting a
resource [29] and the net load curve variability [22]. The current
work seeks to closely tie wind characteristics to an overall system
or VRE characterization for the grid.

In parallel to studies on specific resources, other studies have
explored the impact of large-scale VRE integration at a range of
system scales. For example, a techno-economic analysis quantified
the impact of replacing conventional technologies with optimized
hydrogen-based systems in renewable-based stand-alone power
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Fig. 1. Utility-quality solar PV (left) and wind (right) grid cells in South America that
were selected for analysis.
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systems [50]. Distribution scale analyses have studied the impacts
of high VRE penetration on distribution networks in Lisbon and
Helsinki [35], and the Davarzan area in Iran [48]. Transmission scale
analyses have quantified the integration of high wind, solar PV,
and/or wave power in Austria [8], Central Queensland [44], and
Vancouver Island [32], have identified the optimal mixtures of VREs
to avoid excess electricity production in Denmark [27], and have
analyzed the desalination plants as a deferrable load in Saudi Arabia
[1]. Further studies have analyzed the impact of VRE integration on
specific non-VRE generation assets such as hydropower resources
and their associated river flow patterns [24], or thermal power
plant operational cycles [17]. Others have studied the impacts of
integrating renewable energy shares outlined in national policies in
North-West Europe [12], or the impact of storage size and efficiency
on achieving 100% renewable systems [49]. Finally, a suite of
studies has quantified VRE integration economic costs through
metrics such as increased need for balancing services and flexible
operation of thermal plants, and reduced utilization of capital
embodied in thermal plants [21].

This paper aims to bridge the gap between VRE characterization
analyses and integration requirements by presenting a new VRE
resource characterization framework that maps VRE characteriza-
tions to specific balancing strategies. VRE resources are character-
ized according to their hourly, weekly, seasonal, and inter-annual
temporal variability, as well as their geographic coincidence factor,
inter-resource coincidence factor, and correlation with the demand
profile. These metrics map to specific balancing strategies: storage
technologies with daily or seasonal reservoir capacity, VRE
curtailment, increasing the non-VRE grid flexibility, interconnect-
ing geographically dispersed resources and VRE types, and demand
response (DR) mechanisms. The proposed characterization frame-
work enables optimization of integration strategies for a given suite
of VRE projects. Although applied to a specific geographical area,
the methodology illustrated is general in scope.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
first describes the VRE resource data that were used in this anal-
ysis, while Section 3 details the six developed VRE characteriza-
tions. Section 4 then quantifies the impacts of integrating VRE
resource regimes with distinct typologies in a production cost
model. Finally, Section 5 discusses the overall results and Section 6
presents our conclusions.

2. VRE resource data

Multi-decadal, continentally-scaled wind and solar PV genera-
tion timeseries with hourly temporal resolution were produced
using the Global Renewable Energy Timeseries and Analysis
(GRETA) tool [31]. GRETA applies the Boland-Ridley-Lauret [6] and
Perez [38] models to NASA’s MERRA radiation fluxes dataset to
calculate hourly solar PV generation, and the Archer and Jacobson
Least Squares Fit [2] methodology to the MERRA atmospheric
reanalysis dataset to calculate hourly wind generation. The MERRA
reanalysis dataset, developed by NASA [26,40], aggregates weather
observations from satellite and surface stations, aircrafts, and bal-
loons through a Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model [7].
Reanalysis datasets offer key advantages for creating the VRE
resource estimates employed in this analysis, including global
coverage and long data collection periods [5], and consistent
extrapolation methodology [7,19]. MERRA provides the variables
required to compute wind and solar generation potential on a
global ½� by 2/3� latitude-longitude grid with hourly resolution
from early 1979 to within 2 months of the present. GRETA has the
same spatial and temporal resolution. The calculations assume a
100 mwind turbine hub height and use the Vestas-112-3.0 turbine
power curve for wind electricity, and assume fixed tilt solar panels
with an elevation angle equal to the location’s latitude and use the
First Solar FS395 power curve for solar electricity.

To illustrate the methodology, this analysis explores the VRE
resource regimes available on the South American continent. South
America is chosen because it has high solar resource availability in
the Atacama Desert, Caribbean coast, and eastern Brazil, as well as
excellent wind resources in Patagonia, Paraguay, and Bolivia.
Although country-specific VRE characterizations analyses have
been conducted in Brazil (Schmidt, Cancella,& Pereira Jr., 2016) and
the Lerma Valley in Argentina [39], the entire South American
continent, including the regions listed above, has not yet been
considered, to the author’s knowledge. The characterization anal-
ysis is limited to ‘utility-quality’ VRE regimes, defined as locations
with an average annual windspeed greater than 6.4 m/s, or an
average annual solar irradiance greater than 5.7 kWh/m2/day. Fig. 1
highlights the grid cells that meet this criterion, using data from the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory [16,34]. The characteriza-
tion analysis was performed using more than 650 utility-quality
cells over 35 years, resulting in almost 200 million data points.
The following sections detail the characterization framework
developed to probe such a data set by quantifying balancing re-
quirements for distinct VRE regimes. The goal is to identify and
highlight the most effective balancing strategies.
3. VRE regime characterization

A VRE regime’s temporal variability, geographic correlations,
and net load curve characteristics necessitate different integration
technologies or strategies. Table 1 maps each VRE characterization
metric with the appropriate integration strategy. The suggested
proposal is advanced as a candidate balancing strategy, a hypoth-
esis which is subsequently tested using a unit commitment model.

Each of the following metrics is first formulated and then
applied over 650 South American grid points according to 35 years
(1979e2013) of historical meteorological data. For simplicity of
notation, sums over the whole data set are reduced from

P2013
1979 to

the form
P
a
. A number of metrics are used to more comprehen-

sively characterized each VRE resource.
3.1. Hourly variability

Ramp events are calculated by the rate of change in wind speed



Table 1
Resource variability metrics mapped to integration strategies.

Characterization metric Metric formulation Corresponding integration strategy

Variability over hourly
timescale

Hourly ramp events frequency and magnitude (Eq.
(1))

Storage technologies with daily reservoir capacity, VRE curtailment, and increasing
the non-VRE grid flexibility factor

Variability over weekly-
seasonal timescale

Relative frequency distribution curve (Eq. (2)) Storage technologies with annual reservoir capacity, and increasing the system’s
firm capacity

Inter-annual variability Annual average capacity factor distribution (Eq. (3)) Long-term storage technologies, sector integration, and backup generation
Correlation with demand

profile
Average resource within low or high demand
portions of the day (Eq. (4))

Demand response initiatives

Geographic coincidence factor Coincidence of an increasingly large geographic area
(Eq. (5))

Transmission capacity expansion with neighboring areas

Inter-resource coincidence
factor

Correlation between wind and solar resources (Eq.
(6))

The respective share of wind versus solar resources

Fig. 3. Mean absolute ramp rate and average windspeeds.
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magnitude, as measured in meters per second, between consecu-
tive hours, thus resulting in units of ½m=s�=h. We define the mean
absolute ramp rate (EMARV ), between consecutive hours over the
35-year period as:

EMARV ¼
Pjvi � vi�1j

n� 1
(1)

where vi refers to the wind speed in the hour i, and n is the number
of hours over the 35-year sequence. The mean absolute ramp rate
for each grid point was calculated, then three categories are defined
at the 33 and 67 percentile values, such that each category contains
one third of the grid points. The cut-offs for the mean absolute
ramp categories were calculated to be 0.41 m/s per hour and
0.45m/s per hour for thewind resource, and 76W/m2 and 83W/m2

per hour for the solar resource. Fig. 2 shows an example of a low,
moderate and high hourly variability wind resource over one year.

The correlation between increasing average windspeed and the
mean absolute ramp rate is weak (correlation, r ¼ 0.126). There is a
wider range in ramp rates among grid points with a lower average
windspeeds, as shown in Fig. 3.

The same trend is observed for the solar resource: lower average
irradiance sites tend to have lower EMARV (correlation, r ¼ 0.848).
Like wind, lower irradiance sites have a larger EMARV range, as
shown in Fig. 4.

3.2. Weekly-seasonal variability

Weekly-seasonal variability is quantified by a regime’s relative
frequency. The maximum relative frequency (EMRF ) formulation for
a wind resource is:

EMRF ¼
max

0< i�23
yi

n
(2)
Fig. 2. Ramp rates for a sample year (2012) for grid points with low, moderate, and
high hourly variability.
where yi is the number of samples within bin i, with bins spanning
the range from 0 to 23 m/s in 1m=s intervals, and n represents the
total number of samples (hours) over the 35-year period. Resources
with high maximum relative frequency are consistently found
within a specific resource bin (not necessarily the largest bin) and
have a narrow relative frequency distribution, requiring less
balancing for integration. Conversely, regimes with a small
maximum relative frequency and a broad relative frequency dis-
tribution require more non-VRE flexibility for integration. Exam-
ples of wind regimes with low, medium, and high seasonal
variability are shown in Fig. 5.

The maximum relative frequency is correlated with the average
windspeed: lower average windspeed grid points tend to have a
higher maximum relative frequency and vice versa (Fig. 6). This is
intuitive: regimes with low average windspeed are consistently
weak, resulting in a highermaximum relative frequency, while high
averagewindspeed grid points have a larger windspeed spread and
lower maximum frequencies. From year to year the relative fre-
quency distribution varies more for regimes with higher overall
maximum relative frequency.

In general, solar resources have a wider relative frequency
Fig. 4. Mean absolute ramp rate and average solar irradiance.



Fig. 5. Relative frequency of windspeeds with low, average, and high seasonal
variability.

Fig. 6. Relationship between the maximum relative frequency and average windspeed.
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distribution and smaller maximum relative frequency than wind
resources: solar points clearly fluctuate from zero to (near) peak
levels on a daily basis. The variability among different solar re-
sources is also narrower as shown in Fig. 7. Like wind, grid points
with larger average irradiance have smaller maximum relative
frequency, although to a lesser extent than wind.
3.3. Inter-annual variability

Inter-annual variability is calculated by determining the vari-
ance between the annual average resource and the 35-year average
resource. The inter-annual variance (EIAV ) formulation is:

EIAV ¼
P35

n¼1 ðyi � mÞ2
35

(3)

where yi is the is the average resource value in year i, and m is the
35-year average. Three inter-annual variability categories are
defined with boundaries at variances of 0.12 and 0.19 (m/s)2 per
year for wind, and at 5.8 and 35 (W/m2)2 per year for solar; each
Fig. 7. Relationship between the maximum relative frequency and the average solar
irradiance.
category contains one third of the points.
The most variable wind grid point has average inter-annual

variation of 10%, and a maximum annual variation of 22%; how-
ever, over 70% of points have a 35-year average inter-annual vari-
ation less than 4%. Overall, solar resources experience a smaller
range in inter-annual variation than wind. The most variable solar
grid point has an average inter-annual variation of 5%, less than half
the respective value for the wind resource.

The inter-annual variance is closely related to the interquartile
range, as shown for the wind grid points in Fig. 8. Wind grid point’s
interquartile range spans from 0.19 to 1.10 m/s while the variance
ranges from 0.02 to 0.56 (m/s)2 per year.
3.4. Correlation with demand profile

Demand response (DR) can at least partly shift the load profile to
match the available VRE resource. DR’s utility is informed by the
correlation between the VRE resource and the demand profile. A
characteristic demand profile was approximated by allocating each
hour in the day to one of four demand blocks, ranging from low
demand hours in block 1 to high demand hours in block 4. The
approximated demand profile is built from publicly available his-
torical Chilean demand data (including all consumer categories)
from the Chilean electricity system regulator [9,10]. The DR metric
is formulated by averaging the resource within each block,
normalizing to the 35-year average, and summing over the four DR
blocks to produce the aggregate DR metric. The DR metric (EDR)
formulation is calculated as follows:

EDR ¼ y1 þ 2y2 þ 3y3 þ 4y4 (4)

where y1, …, y4 is the average resource value (m/s or W/m2)
observed in the respective demand block 1, …, 4 (as defined by the
demand profile shown in Fig. 9). For example, y1 is the average
resource value for the hours in the day which fall into demand
block 1. Resources during demand block 2 carry twice as much
weight as resources during demand block 1 (from a demand-
matching perspective), because the average demand in block 2 is
twice that in block 1, after subtracting the minimum demand;
similarly for the weighting factors of 3 and 4 for resource values
during demand blocks 3 and 4. Fig. 9 shows the variationwith hour
of day in wind speed and the demand profile, averaged over 35
years of hourly data, for two example grid points, one with a low
correlation between wind and demand, and the other with a high
correlation.

Fig. 10 demonstrates how the aggregated DR metric for wind
varies among the grid points. Only 30% of points have a higher
average windspeed in low demand hours as compared to their
overall average. The DR metric variation is larger for lower average
windspeed points, ranging by over 5%, compared to only 2% for
points with higher average windspeeds.
Fig. 8. Relationship between variance and interquartile range for the wind grid points.



Fig. 9. The DR block number plotted against the 24-h average windspeed for well-
correlated and anti-correlated wind regime; note the correlation (r) and DR metric
value (E_DR) shown in the legend.

Fig. 10. Relationship between the aggregate DR metric and the 35-year average
windspeed.
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Predictably, all solar points have higher average irradiances in
high demand hours, resulting in an average EDR of 3.55 across all
grid points. There is a positive correlation (r ¼ 0.576) between the
EDR and the average irradiance: high average irradiance points have
a proportionally higher irradiance in high demand hours, as
compared to their low average irradiance counterpart (Fig. 11).

3.5. Geographic coincidence factor

The geographic coincidence factor measures the correlation
among neighboring areas’ regimes, to inform the benefit of trans-
mission interconnection. The continuous geographic coincidence
factor (ECF ) formulation is computed as:

ECF ¼
max

1�h�24

(PN
n¼1

dyn;h
)

P24
h¼ 1

�
max
1�n�N

dyn;h� (5)

where byn;h is themean resourcemagnitude at location n, for a given
hour h of each day. The following simple example, comparing well-
Fig. 11. Relationship between the aggregate DR metric and the 35-year average solar
irradiance.
correlated and anti-correlated wind pairs over one day, illustrates
the geographic coincidence factor.

The windspeed timeseries in Fig. 12 have geographic coinci-
dence factors of 0.13 and 0.087 for the well-correlated and anti-
correlated pairs, respectively. This simple example compares only
two grid points in a single day; however, practical applications
calculate the geographic coincidence factor for a given set of N
points using the mean resource over multiple years; thus, this
simple example results in high geographic coincidence factors than
more aggregated practical applications. The geographic coinci-
dence factor is low for non-coincident sets (e.g. 0.035 for a group of
10 points in the Patagonia Group 1 set), and high for coincident sets
(e.g. 0.045 for a group of 10 cells in the Bolivia Group 4 set). The
geographic coincidence factor decreases for increasingly large
groups of grid points; for example, the geographic coincidence
factor decreases from 0.05 for two grid cells to 0.035 for 50 grid
cells in an example set in Bolivia. However, the rate of change de-
pends on the points included in the set, as shown in Fig. 13.

Wind’s geographic coincidence factors changes depending on
the area of the set of points under consideration: increasing cluster
sizes from 2 to 50 induces a smaller change in geographic coinci-
dence factor in Patagonia (average of �0.0104) as compared to
Bolivia (average of �0.0129), as shown in Fig. 13.

Predictably, solar tends to have a higher coincidence factor than
wind for the same sized set of points: wind’s coincidence factor
depends on the choice of specific points, whereas solar’s coinci-
dence factor depends on its location.

3.6. Inter-resource coincidence factor

The inter-resource correlation factor (EIRC ) informs the value of
interconnecting wind and solar regimes by comparing the 35-year
averaged wind and solar resource for each hour in a given day, as
formulated in the following way:

EIRC ¼
X24
n¼1

cn (6)

where,

cn ¼
�
1 jn;w ¼ jn;s
0 jn;wsjn;s

jn ¼
�

1 yn > yn
�1 otherwise

and yn is the daily-averaged resource, yn refers to either yn; w (wind)
or yn; s (solar) resource in hour n, and n2f1; 2; 3;…; 24g hours in
the day. Combinations with low aggregated inter-resource coinci-
dence factors represent wind and solar point pairs that frequently
have opposite variations (Fig. 14); these resources would benefit
from interconnection. By contrast, resources with similar hourly
profiles (Fig. 15), would benefit less from such interconnections.

The examples in Figs. 14 and 15 have correlations of 0.814
and �0.929, and inter-resource coincidence factors of 22 and 1 for
the well correlated and anti-correlated pairs, respectively. Only 20%
of wind grid points have different tendencies compared to the
average than their solar counterpart in the same hour, implying a
limited rationale for wind-solar interconnections within the ma-
jority of selected points in South America.

3.7. Relationships among individual characterization metrics

An aggregated view that incorporates each characterization



Fig. 12. Daily windspeed timeseries for a well-correlated wind pair (top), and an anti-correlated wind pair (bottom).

Fig. 13. Geographic coincidence factor for clusters of different sizes in Patagonia and
Bolivia.

Fig. 15. 35-year averaged windspeed and solar irradiance for two well-correlated
nearby sites.
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metric is desirable for understanding the relative advantage of
different balancing strategies for a specific point. There is a wide
range of variability characterizations for wind regimes across South
America: of the 54 possible combinations of individual metrics
including three hourly, weekly-seasonal and inter-annual vari-
ability categories each, as well as two DR/solar correlation cate-
gories, 51 were represented by at least one grid point. Note that for
simplicity, the DR and wind-solar correlation metrics are reduced
to one, since the demand profile mirrors the solar profile, as shown
by the DR metric in Fig. 11. Fig. 16 shows five examples of such
individual variability combinations, spanning from the least to
Fig. 14. 35-year averaged windspeed and solar irradiance for two anti-correlated
nearby sites.
most intensive integration requirements.
The ‘low-variability’ cumulative category (representing 16 grid

points) scores one in the four individual variability categories,
while the ‘high-variability’ cumulative category (representing 4
grid points) scores two or three in the four individual variability
categories. In between, the low-medium variability represents 10
Fig. 16. Five example wind regimes categorized by differing cumulative variability
requirements accounting for hourly, seasonal, and inter-annual variability, and DR/
solar correlation.



Table 2
Definition of wind types according to variability characterization metrics.

Wind Type: A B C D E F G H I

Proportion of South American cells 9% 8% 4% 6% 4% 4% 4% 4% 6%
Hourly variability ✕ * ✕ * * e e e e

Weekly/seasonal variability * ✕ * ✕ ✕ * e e e

Inter-annual variability e ✕ * * e ✕ ✕ * e

Correlation with demand or solar profile ✕ e e e e e e e e

Table 3
Generator technology costs: total overnight cost [2012 USD/kW] from Table 8.2 of (U.S. Energy Information Administration, [46], fixed and variable O&M and fuel [2012 USD/
MWh] from Table 1 of (U.S. Energy Information Administration, [47] and GHG emissions from Table A.111.2 of (Schlomer et al., [42]; Black & Vetch Holding Company, [4]).

Technology Total overnight cost [$/kW] Capacity factor [%] Fixed O&M cost [$/MWh] Variable O&M plus fuel [$/MWh] GHG emissions [gCO2eq/kWh]

Hydro 2435 53% 4.1 6.4 24
Natural Gas (CC) 915 87% 1.7 49.1 490
Natural Gas (simple) 971 30% 2.8 82.0 490
Biomass 3919 83% 14.5 39.5 230
Wind (onshore) 2205 35% 13.0 0 11
Solar PV (utility) 3564 25% 11.4 0 48

Table 4
Generator operating constraints by technology.

Generator Type Minimum
Load
[%] [4]

Cold Start [hours]
[37]

Spinning Ramp Rate
[%/min] [4]

Minimum off time [hours]
[41]

Start-up cost [$/MW]
[41]a

Operating coefficientc [% of
generation]

Natural Gas
(simple)

50% 0.4 8.3 0 26 42%

Natural Gas (CC) 50% 3.5 5 2 66 33%
Coal/Biomassb 40% 3 2 8 54 33%

a Euros were converted to US dollars with the average 2015 EUR/USD exchange rate of 1.11
b Assuming coal to biomass conversion
c Describes the flexibility associated with each generation category
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points, medium variability represents 17 points, and medium-high
variability represents 23 points. The nine most prevalent cumula-
tive categories represent approximately half of the selected South
American wind grid points, shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the symbol ‘✕’ is used to represent high balancing
requirements, whereas ‘*’ represents moderate balancing re-
quirements, and ‘-‘ represents low balancing requirements. Wind
types A and B are the most and prevalent and demanding because
both require a high level of two integration strategies: high hourly
variability and anti-correlation with demand or high weekly-
seasonal and inter-annual variability, respectively. Wind type A is
the only prevalent category that includes deployment of demand
response or interconnection with solar sites as an effective
balancing strategy, as expected by the relatively small number of
grid points that were negatively correlated with the demand or
solar profile. Conversely, wind types C-G require a high level of only
one balancing strategy, and wind types H-I are the least demanding
types to integrate, since they do not require a high level of any
balancing strategy.

There is a strong correlation between weekly-seasonal vari-
ability and hourly variability, and between weekly/seasonal vari-
ability and inter-annual variability. Compared to wind, solar
resources are more variable hourly, but less variable inter-annually.
Table 5
Storage technology cost data [28]-Table 12.

Technology Power Capital Cost [$/kW]

Pumped hydro storage 3000
Hydrogen fuel cell 2300
Solar resources also correlate much more with demand, decreasing
the incentive for demand response initiatives. Solar has a much
higher coincidence factor for the same group of points, decreasing
the utility of transmission interconnection.

4. Modelling VRE typologies to quantify integration
requirements

A unit commitment (UC) model is developed to quantify the
balancing requirements associated with integrating different VRE
typologies. The UC model minimizes the system costs over a
defined optimization period, while abiding by a list of operational
constraints, including: system-wide load-power balance; power
limits, ramping limits, and minimum up/downs (generator, storage,
and DR assets), energy limits (storage assets only), daily utilization
balance (DR assets only). The UC algorithm is built on theminpower
repository [18], with several modifications to include representa-
tions of demand response and storage assets, and differing inte-
gration system parameterizations. Storage technology operation is
limited by additional constraints, including either pumping or
generating in a given hour, and minimum and maximum energy
storage constraints (e.g. the reservoir level in the case of a pumped
hydro storage unit). Demand response is constrained by absolute
Energy Capital Cost [$/kWh] Cycle Efficiency [%]

12 80%
15 50%



Table 6
Storage technology properties ([28]; Figure 16 & Table 12).

Storage Technology Applicable power system size
range

Applicable energy
capacity

Typical storage
duration

Cycle
Efficiency

Discharge time at power
rating

Pumped hydro storage 2 GW 48 GWh Hours-days 85% Hours
Hydrogen electrolysis and

storage
50 MW 36 GWh Days-months 55% Days

Fig. 17. Generation by technology type for an example week integrating a highly
variable wind resource (top) versus a steady wind resource (bottom).
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and relative (as a percentage of scheduled load) limitations on an
hourly and daily basis. A series of scenarios was devised to test
different integration strategies; all scenarios share the following
assumptions:

� Simulation over a full year using 2012 meteorological data,
� Characteristic demand profile, with either hourly or weekly
temporal resolution,

� Hydro power limitations according to historical daily flow data,
published by the Chilean electricity system regulator [9,10],

� Generator cost (Table 3) and operational limitations (Table 4),
� Storage asset cost (Table 5) and characteristics (Table 6),
� VRE assets are sized such that 60% of total generation could be
supplied by VRE resources prior to curtailment,

� All scenarios are normalized to have the same available VRE
generation prior to curtailment.
4.1. The impact of hourly variability on integration requirements

The impact of hourly variability on integration requirements is
Fig. 18. Storage utilization as demonstrated by the energy stored in each hour for a
system integrating a highly variable wind versus a steady wind resource.
tested through three scenarios: a baseline scenario with an average
non-VRE flexibility factor grid and no VRE curtailment costs, sys-
tems with either high or low flexibility factors, and a system that
incurs VRE curtailment costs. The flexibility factor represents the
system’s capacity to respond to variation in the net load curve and
depends on the installed capacity by generation type, where each
generation technology has distinct flexibility parameters (oper-
ating, ramping, and minimum downtime). The flexibility factor is
discussed inmore detail in Section 4.1.2. The scenarios have a 168-h
optimization period, and exclude demand response and seasonal
storage, which are scheduled at the daily or annual planning
horizon.

4.1.1. Impact on a system with an average flexibility factor and no
curtailment costs

The baseline scenarios assume an average non-VRE flexibility
factor, represented by 55% hydro, 32% simple cycle natural gas, 8%
combined cycle natural gas, 3% biomass, and 3% coal. The impact of
hourly resource variability on system integration is quantified in
terms of storage utilization rates, VRE curtailment rates, non-VRE
ramping events, average system marginal cost, variability in mar-
ginal system cost, and GHG emissions. The system’s deployment for
an example week in the year is shown in Fig. 17.

Integrating a variable wind resource requires both a larger
storage reservoir capacity, as shown in Fig. 18, as well as larger and
more frequent storage ramping cycles compared to the steady wind
resource.

Accounting for the entire year, integrating an hourly-variable
wind resource results in an 82% increase in storage required, 48%
increase in non-VRE or storage ramping events, and 61% increase in
GHG emissions over an hourly-steady resource. Additionally, inte-
grating a variable resource results in a 52% increase in average
system marginal cost and a 118% increase in marginal cost vari-
ability (in terms of hourly spot market price). More significantly,
integrating an hourly-variable resource results in a 330% increase in
wind generation curtailment over an hourly-steady resource.

4.1.2. Impact on a system with a high and low flexibility factor
In addition to the VRE regime’s nature, the integration re-

quirements depend on the grid configuration characteristics. The
following two scenarios explore the impact of the non-VRE flexi-
bility on integration requirements by comparing three grid con-
figurations, each with the same VRE regime and storage capacity
but different non-VRE capacities (as shown in Fig. 19).

The system’s flexibility factor is quantified by its operating,
ramping, and minimum downtime flexibilities. The operating
flexibility describes the flexibility of the assets dispatched in each
scenario, and is a product of the operating coefficient by technology
(detailed in Table 4) and the share of generation from each tech-
nology. The ramping flexibility describes the capacity of the system
to adjust on an hourly basis, and is quantified by the product of the
ramp rate (in MW/h per MWcapacity) by technology (detailed in
Table 4) and the installed capacity by technology. The minimum
downtime flexibility describes the frequency with which genera-
tion assets can be turned off and on and is quantified by the product
of the minimum downtime (in hours) by technology (detailed in



Fig. 19. Installed capacity on a system with a low (left), average (middle), and high
(right) flexibility factors.
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Table 4) and the installed capacity by technology. The relative
flexibilities for each scenario, ranked against the inflexible system,
are show in Fig. 20.

As demonstrated in an example week (Fig. 21) the combined
cycle natural gas plants in the inflexible system are almost always
on, even if they are at their minimum load, due to their relatively
long minimum down times and expensive startup costs. This leads
to a number of outcomes, including an increase of more than 300%
in GHG intensity and in average system marginal cost, as well as a
125% increase in curtailment over a flexible system. Storage utili-
zation, interestingly, is 10% higher in a flexible system, since the
relatively fast spinning ramping rates of NG combined cycle plants
provide ramping capacity in the inflexible system. On the other
hand, utilizing the storage unit in the flexible system can avoid
starting the natural gas startup and incurring the associated startup
and operating costs.

4.1.3. Impact on a system that incurs curtailment costs
In a system that incurs 10 $/MWh curtailment charges with a

variablewind resource, the curtailment decreases by 22%, while the
storage increases by 3%, and GHG emissions increases by 39% over a
system that does not charge curtailment costs.

4.2. The impact of seasonal variability on integration requirements

A seasonally variable wind regime generates well-above or
below average demand for significant portions of the year, resulting
in larger negative and positive net load extreme values. On the
other hand, the seasonally steady regime generates more consis-
tently throughout the year, matching average demand and result-
ing in smaller negative and positive net load extremes. The net load
curves (electricity demand minus available VRE generation) in
Figs. 22 and 23 are quantile functions, which show the number of
weeks in the year for which the net load is less than the corre-
sponding value given on the vertical axis.

The VRE curtailment resulting from negative net loads in a
system integrating a seasonally variable regime can only be miti-
gated with seasonal storage. As a result, integrating a seasonally
variable wind regime results in a 410% increase in storage asset
utilization and a 211% increase in storage energy capacity compared
Fig. 20. System operating flexibility, ramping coefficient, and minimum downtime
coefficient for three scenarios with a low, average, and high flexibility factors.
to its seasonally steady counterpart. Fig. 23 shows the respective
net load curves including storage deployment.

Two scenarios with averaged 52-week optimization periods
were developed to test the effect of seasonal variability on inte-
gration costs; these scenarios exclude daily storage and demand
response, but include seasonal storage. By deploying seasonal
storage with a seasonally variable resource, the VRE curtailment is
reduced to 1400 MWh or 1% of the available VRE generation, which
is the result of inflexible non-VRE generators, rather than negative
net load. Additionally, seasonal storage deployment reduces
curtailment by over 500%, average system costs by 10%, GHG
emissions by 11%, and non-VRE and storage ramping events by 9%.

Integrating a seasonally variable resource results in a 6% in-
crease in overall system costs and GHG emissions, and 26% increase
in non-VRE or storage ramping events compared to its seasonally
steady counterpart. The storage unit in both scenarios has a net
accumulation of 2 GWannually, which could be used in the heating
or transport industries. The weekly averaged dispatch by genera-
tion type for a system with a seasonally steady versus seasonally
variable resources is shown in Fig. 24.

4.3. Integrating VRE resources that correlate with the demand
profile

A wind regime that is well-correlated with the demand profile
will be strong during high demand hours resulting in smaller
positive net loads, and weak during low demand hours resulting in
smaller negative net loads. In this case, demand response, which
shifts the demand profile to better align with the VRE resource,
would be less attractive than its anti-correlated counterpart. Ex-
amples of the resulting net load curve for a well-correlated and
anti-correlated wind regime are shown in Fig. 25.

Fig. 26 shows wind regimes that are well-correlated with the
demand profile (top) and anti-correlated with the demand profile
(middle). Averaged over the entire year, integrating an anti-
correlated wind regime results in a 35% increase in curtailment,
24% increase in demand response utilization, 4% increase in cost,
and 7% increase inmarginal cost variability compared to integrating
a well-correlated regime.

Storage utilization draws down the curtailment resulting from
integrating an anti-correlated wind resource, as shown on the
bottom portion of Fig. 26. Adding a storage asset to a system inte-
grating a wind regime that is anti-correlated with demand reduces
curtailment by 14% and demand response utilization by 12%.

4.4. The impact of geographic coincidence factors on integration
requirements

Deploying two well-correlated wind regimes (with mirroring
output), or two anti-correlatedwind regimes (with complementing
output), has a large impact on integration requirements. As shown
in Fig. 27, deploying two anti-correlated wind regimes results in
smaller extreme negative or positive net loads. These negative net
loads result in VRE curtailment that can only be mitigated with
storage utilization, but not with increased system flexibility. The
smaller negative net loads in the anti-correlated set will necessitate
less storage utilization to achieve the same amount of curtailment,
as well as less generation from non-VRE assets due to the smaller
positive net loads.

The curtailment increases from 5 GWh for an anti-correlated
pair to 4127 GWh for a well-correlated pair. Additionally, the
well-correlated pair utilizes over 5 times as much storage, exhibits
a 47% increase in average system cost, and an 69% increase in GHG
emissions over the case of integrating two anti-correlated sites. On
the other hand, increasing the number of wind regimes in a system



Fig. 21. Generation by technology type for a system with a low (top), average (middle), and high (bottom) flexibility factor, when integrating a variable wind resource.
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has a much smaller impact on integration requirements as
compared to integrating anti-correlated sets of wind regimes).

4.5. The impact of inter-resource correlation factor on integration
requirements

Analogous to deploying two complementary wind regimes,
Fig. 22. Net load curve of a seasonally variable and steady resource without storage
assets.
deploying complementary wind and solar regimes results in
smaller extreme negative or positive net loads, as shown in Fig. 28.

The larger negative net loads in the well-correlated set require
more storage deployment to offset the curtailment that would
otherwise occur. The well-correlated wind and solar set incurs
almost 180% more wind curtailment, over 800% more solar
curtailment, and 50% more storage utilization as compared to the
scenario integrating two anti-correlated sets. An example week
Fig. 23. Net load curve of a seasonally variable and steady resource with storage
utilization.



Fig. 24. Generation by technologies type in a system integrating a seasonally steady
resource (top) versus a seasonally variable resource (bottom).
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demonstrating the difference between integrating a well-
correlated and anti-correlated wind-solar pair is shown in Fig. 29.

Additionally, integrating a well-correlated wind and solar
regime incurs a 20% increase in average cost, 37% increase in
marginal cost variability, 15% increase in GHG emissions, and 19%
increase in non-VRE ramping events.
Fig. 26. Generation by technology type for an example week integrating a wind
resource that is well-correlated with the demand profile (top), anti-correlated with the
demand profile (middle), and anti-correlated with demand but includes both demand
response and storage (bottom).
5. Discussion

5.1. Relative impact of alternative integration strategies

The overall impact associated with integrating VRE regimes on
the grid differs depending on the integration scenario. Decreasing
the system’s non-VRE flexibility factor increases the cumulative
integration costs most significantly, as measured by average mar-
ginal cost (100%), GHG emissions (100%), VRE curtailment (100%),
and storage and DR asset utilization (90%). Integrating a regime that
is anti-correlated with the demand profile, charging curtailment
costs, and integrating a highly variable VRE regime, also increase
integration costs, but to a lesser extent. On the other hand, inte-
grating an anti-correlated pair of wind regimes incurs the least
integration requirements, as measured by average marginal cost
(almost 40% of relative impact), GHG emissions (20%), VRE
curtailment (<0.05%), and storage and DR utilization (3%). In terms
of VRE integration requirements, this scenario is followed by inte-
grating an anti-correlated wind and solar pair. Deploying two anti-
correlated wind pairs is a better strategy than deploying an anti-
Fig. 25. Net load curve for a wind regime that is well-correlated with the demand
profile versus a wind regime that is anti-correlated with the demand profile.
correlated wind-solar pair. The most effective balancing strategy
that does not require multi-project coordination is to deploy VRE
resources with low hourly variability. The relative impact of VRE
variability on different integrationmetrics is summarized in Fig. 30.

The results from this analysis contribute to the growing dis-
cussion on the impacts of VRE integration. Denholm and Hand
provided one of the early VRE integration impact assessments by
quantifying the curtailment and relative VRE costs of electricity
systems with increasing VRE penetrations [13]. They highlight the
significant impact of the system’s flexibility factor on VRE inte-
gration metrics [13], which is a key factor in this analysis as well.
More specifically, Denholm and Hand find that achieving 80% VRE
penetration necessitates eliminating baseload “must-run” genera-
tion and addressing the mismatch between VRE supply and
Fig. 27. Net load curve of two well-correlated and anti-correlated wind regimes.



Fig. 28. Net load curve of a well-correlated wind and solar regime versus an anti-
correlated wind and solar regime.

Fig. 30. Relative impact of VRE variability on different integration strategies (hourly
scale).
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electricity demand [13]. Additionally, Frew et al. determine the
impacts of integrating four flexibility mechanisms in high VRE
penetration scenarios: geographic aggregation, renewable over-
generation, storage, and flexible load [15]. From a cost perspective,
Frew et al. find that geographic aggregation has the greatest system
benefit [15]. Like Denholm and Hand, Frew et al. highlight the need
for flexible load as VRE penetration increases to increase asset
utilization rates and decrease system levelized costs [15]. Kond-
ziella and Bruckner synthesize recent analyses of flexibility re-
quirements for high-VRE penetration [25]. Their results show the
wide range for flexibility demand at differing VRE penetrations; for
example at 80% VRE penetration, demand for flexibility ranges from
40 to 120 GW for the German power sector [25]. This wide range
reflects the range of assumptions that impact VRE integration
metrics. Analyses of VRE integration in South America are less
common. Schmidt et al. optimize the portfolio of hydro, wind and
solar PV in Brazil to minimize thermal power production and its
associated GHG emissions [43]. Using a daily dispatch model
Schmidt et al. find that existing hydropower capacity can balance
the variability from a 46% penetration of renewable electricity,
assuming access to 24 h of electricity storage, adequate trans-
mission expansions, and land availability [43]. The analysis in the
present paper contributes to this VRE integration discussion,
through a greater understanding of the implications of distinct VRE
resource typologies. By developing VRE characterization metrics in
the context of integration analyses, the current analysis provides a
new perspective on VRE integration impact analysis which could
improve electricity system planning activities.
Fig. 29. Generation by technology type for an anti-correlated (top) versus a well-
correlated (bottom) wind and solar pair.
5.2. Limitations of the analysis

This analysis embodies numerous approximations and as-
sumptions. There are limitations in the MERRA dataset itself: the
assimilation data are imperfect, the large spatial resolution of data
masks local variations in resource quality, and the hourly temporal
resolution occludes sub-hourly variability; variability at the milli-
second, second, and minutes scale has been analyzed by
Refs. [30,36,45]. The methodology used to select specific wind and
solar grid points is simplistic, only considering the average resource
value, and thus ignoring important factors such as proximity to
transmission infrastructure, construction suitability, or access to
transport networks. Additionally, the VRE power models inevitably
embody sources of error. The variability metrics entail limitations
associated with their highly aggregated formulations. While this
aggregation enables visualization of overall trends, extreme but
infrequent events are averaged out. Additionally, the block-form
demand profile used for the DR metric includes historical data
from only one South American electricity system (Chile), and re-
mains constant throughout the 35-year analysis period. Finally, the
UC model employs assumptions which may lack accuracy by
assuming generalized generator characteristics. VRE regimes
deployed in the UC were chosen to highlight the impact of different
VRE characterizations, are not necessarily representative of ‘real-
istic’ VRE projects.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a methodology for characterizing variable
renewable energy sources in terms of the balancing strategies that
can be employed to integrate them into the existing electrical
system. The methodology epitomizes the tradeoff between maxi-
mizing widespread relevancy, while maintaining sufficient
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accuracy; the goal is to develop an integrated framework that can
provide a suitable high level perspective for planners during a
proposed electricity system transition. Variability on an hourly
basis is quantified based on the frequency and magnitude of hourly
ramp events, with relevance to flexibility resources with hourly
dispatchability and reservoir size. Weekly-to-seasonal variability is
characterized using relative frequency distributions. Inter-annual
variability is quantified using the annual average resource over
the 35-year period, informing long term backup or storage infra-
structure requirements. The correlation between the VRE resource
and the demand profile is quantified by calculating the average
resource within distinct demand bands, informing the need for
demand response initiatives. Analogously, the correlation between
wind and solar resource is quantified to inform the value of inter-
connecting neighboring sites with transmission capacity. Finally,
the geographic coincidence function for increasingly large
geographic areas informs the value of expanding interconnections
to increasingly large areas.

This characterization methodology is illustrated using South
America and the results clearly identify the most prevalent VRE
regimes. The results illustrate the relationships between different
categories of balancing options. Approximately half of the wind
grid points fit into one of nine types with varying degrees of re-
quirements in each balancing category. The two most prevalent
wind types are also the most demanding in terms of balancing
requirements. Yet, significantly, as much as 10% of the South
American wind regimes appear to need little investment in the
form of balancing infrastructure.

System-level planning is the most important integration strat-
egy. Strategic resource planning, by deploying anti-correlated
wind-wind or wind-solar pairs, and strategic system planning, by
designing high-flexibility-factor systems, are the twomost effective
strategies to mitigate VRE integration costs.

The goal of this characterization is to contribute to the set of
tools that electricity system planners can leverage when planning
high VRE penetrations. Local planners can apply these tools to
quantify the requirements for balancing resources, given different
combinations of wind and solar types.
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